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XAML Developer ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2011

	XAML is ubiquitous today. Whether with Silverlight, WPF, WF, various XPS formats, or XML-based formats, XAML is being used in a whole lot of Microsoft platform- based technologies. Though based on XML, XAML is unlike most other markup languages, because it is strongly linked to CLR assemblies through its objects.
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Forgiveness and Reconciliation: Psychological Pathways to Conflict Transformation and Peace Building (Peace Psychology Book Series)Springer, 2009
The book addresses the need to move via forgiveness and reconciliation beyond the negative effects of trauma on individuals, couples, families, and communities. Both human-created trauma and the spiritual and psychological distress that results from natural cause (e.g. earthquakes, floods, illness, and impending death) are included as situations...
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Systems Biology for Traditional Chinese MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The application of systems biology methods to Traditional Chinese Medicine


	Emphasizing the harmony of the human body with the environment, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has evolved over thousands of years. It is a systemic theory derived from clinical experience, the philosophy of holism and systematology, and the...
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The Anatomy of Programming LanguagesPrentice Hall, 1993
This comprehensive discussion of the components of a programming language emphasises how a language is built. It covers core concepts including specification, objects, expressions, control and types with discussions of fundamentals, implementations strategies and related semantic issues. The book also focuses on current topics such as modules and...
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Biomedical Image Analysis: Tracking (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
In biological and medical imaging applications, tracking objects in motion is a critical task. This book describes the state-of-the-art in biomedical tracking techniques. We begin by detailing methods for tracking using active contours, which have been highly successful in biomedical applications. The book next covers the major probabilistic...
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Agile Business Rule Development: Process, Architecture, and JRules ExamplesSpringer, 2011

	According to Wordnet, a rule is “a principle or condition that customarily
	governs behavior” or “a prescribed guide for conduct or action.” Businesses, and
	organizations in general, operate under a number of rules: rules about what services
	to offer and to whom; rules about how much to charge for those services;...
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Conformal Array Antenna Theory and Design (IEEE Press Series on Electromagnetic Wave Theory)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This publication is the first comprehensive treatment of conformal antenna arrays from an engineering perspective. There are journal and conference papers that treat the field of conformal antenna arrays, but they are typically theoretical in nature. While providing a thorough foundation in theory, the authors of this publication provide readers...
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Architecture-Independent Programming for Wireless Sensor Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
New automated, application-independent methodology for designing and deploying sensor networks
Following this book's clear explanations, examples, and illustrations, domain experts can design and deploy nontrivial networked sensing applications without much knowledge of the low-level networking aspects of deployment. This new approach is based...
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Awareness Systems: Advances in Theory, Methodology and Design (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2009
People go about their daily tasks with an in-built awareness of their social and physical environments. This awareness helps them to work cooperatively in groups, coordinate actions, and to maintain and enhance social communication with others. Networked technology has extended the reach of people's awareness to remote and distributed groups and...
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Agent-oriented MethodologiesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Building software to solve contemporary business problems is no easy task.
Over the last decade there has been an increasing focus on object-oriented
notations and modelling languages, perhaps at the expense of a full methodological
approach to solving the problem and giving software developers the
tools they need to...
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Java 9 Modularity Revealed: Project Jigsaw and Scalable Java ApplicationsApress, 2017

	Develop modular applications using the Java Platform Module System, the single most anticipated feature in Java 9. You will improve maintainability and performance of your Java applications by deploying only modules that are needed and encapsulating their implementation details. 


	

	Until now Java has been monolithic....
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Foundations for Guided-Wave OpticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	A classroom-tested introduction to integrated and fiber optics


	This text offers an in-depth treatment of integrated and fiber optics, providing graduate students, engineers, and scientists with a solid foundation of the principles, capabilities, uses, and limitations of guided-wave optic devices and systems. In addition to...
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